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Coates Hire Limited is Australia’s largest hire equipment
company with over 115 years experience in industry, supplying
to a wide variety of markets including Engineering and Building
Construction & Maintenance, Mining & Resources,
Manufacturing, Government, and Events.
With over 100 branch and satellite locations across the
country, our own maintenance and transport capability, Coates
is well positioned to satisfy the equipment hire needs of an
ever increasing customer base.

Our special thanks to Swannee and crew
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Welcome!
to all participants from the 2003
CRAKK Committee.
Well here we are once again! It
doesn't seem like 12 months ago
that the bulk of us were here
enjoying one of the premier hot rod
runs on the rodding calendar.
I hope the past 12 months has been
kind to everyone and that you all
made it to Canberra with no major
problems, no coppers, no break
downs!
If you have been to the CRAKK Run
before then you know what to
expect, a high quality laid back run
for the entire family. For those new
comers to the CRAKK, welcome, kick
back, relax and have an enjoyable
time on us!
This year’s CRAKK run promises to
be an eventful one commencing with
the mother of all trailer sessions on
Friday evening. Saturday will see
some pretty good entertainment
(bring your own chair). All weekend
I can promise plenty of tucker as
well. I would like to take this
opportunity to thank all of our

Terry Falkingham

sponsors, the local Canberra Rod
Clubs for helping out this weekend
and, especially, my committee. They
will all be mentioned at the
presentation.
OK, I've gibbered enough, time to
let you get into the swing of things,
in the style that the CRAKK is
renowned for. I'm looking forward
to having a passing beer with you,
just look for the old grey headed
bugger stressing out, that'll be me!
Please everybody, DON'T DRINK
and DRIVE and NO BURN OUTS
in the Park grounds.
Enjoy the weekend for what it is,
relax and have a good time.
Terry Falkingham
CRAKK 2003 Coordinator
P.S. On your way home - Drive
carefully, be cool and see you all
next year.

CRAKK 2002 Committee
Run Coordinator

Andrew Komnacki

Registration, entries

John Thompson

Committee

Melinda Thompson

Committee

Sue Bryant

Kidz Coordination

Ewok

Committee

Call Terry on 0410 471 947 or Andrew on 0411 614 839
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Publishers of Australian Street Rodding Magazine and Specialist
Automotive Books for Hot Rod and Custom Car enthusiasts
One lucky entrant will win a subscription to ASR magazine thanks to Graffiti,
sponsors of the 2003 CRAKK run.
This Tex Smith book by Ron
Ceridono has it all: Chrysler DeSoto - Dodge Hemis are
covered in detail for street,
race, marine and restoration
in blown and naturally
aspirated forms. This book is
the complete source for Hemi
fanatics. It includes in-depth
build-ups and covers
everything from the best
traditional tricks to the latest
in fuel injection adaptations.
Complete identification and
specifications for all models
are given. Also included are
Polyspheres and the new
426 crate motors. Choco
Munday also writes about the
Aussie Hemi and the elusive
Toyota Hemi.

Radical Hot Rods
The most outrageous
Hot Rods in the world
are featured in this book
by Larry O’Toole. All the
colour and spectacle of
the top end of hot
rodding comes together
in this full colour book.
Monstrous blown
engines, huge wheels and tyres, extreme styling and
exotic, advanced engineering are ingredients that combine
to become the radical hot rods of today. Impractical,
twitchy, but spectacular, Larry’s book depicts dozens of
full colour examples with mini-features throughout.

The latest manual from Choco
Munday. The ever increasing
presence of electronics in
modern vehicles is starting to
trickle through to the hot
rod and custom market where
enthusiasts are going to have
to deal with some of this new
technology. Choco Munday
shows you how to get your
knowledge up to speed in easy
to understand layman's
terms. This book also
includes conventional wiring
information and it is
extensively cross-referenced
to make your electrical and
electronics research easy. No
hot rodder's library should
be without this book.

What Painless Wiring
said:
The best tip we could give
you is to read the book
"Tuned Port Injection",
written by Frank "Choco"
Munday. We found this
book in Australia on a
recent trip and felt it was
the most complete and easy
to understand book we
have ever read on the
subject. Since it wasn't
available in the states, we
bought a large supply so we
could make a special offer
to our customers

Visit Graffiti at: http://www.graffitipub.com.au
Hot Rod Handbooks
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31 Lathlain Street
BELCONNEN ACT
Phone 02 6253 1195
Unit 12, Paragon Mall
Gladstone Street FYSHWICK
ACT
Phone 02 6280 6827
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BDL have Heaps of good quality
car audio components at very
good prices. CD head units, speakers, amplifiers, sub-woofers, and
audio-visual equipment from such
suppliers as Alpine, Pioneer, Focal, Eclipse, and Rockford Fosgate. Plenty of stock, heaps of
specials and 6 months interest
free.
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Day 1
Friday 24th Jan
Time

Event

12 noon – 5 pm

Krooze to Australian War Memorial

2 pm – 4 pm

Registration (White Ibis)

6 pm – 8 pm

Registration (White Ibis)

6 pm – 11 pm

Krooze the White Ibis under lights

8 pm – 10 pm

Welcome BBQ (on us!) Snags, Port, Trailer Tinnies

For the best damn deals in town!
Cnr Soward Way and Ankatel Streets, Tuggeranong
John Thompson, Manager

Phone (02) 6293 3955
Mobile 0413 700 920
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Day 2
Saturday 25th Jan
Time

Event

7 am – all day

Commence Spark Plug Hunt

7 am – 8.30 am

Breakfast (Eggs, bacon, coffee and tea on us)

7.30 am – 8.50 am

Registration (White Ibis)

9 am – 12 noon

Krooze to the National Museum

12 noon – 1.15 pm

BBQ Lunch (White Ibis) (on us!)

1.15 pm – 11 pm

Krooze the Whit Ibis, or kick back and relax at the pool.

6.30 pm – 7.30 pm

Dinner (Roasts) 3 Course (on you!)

8 pm – Midnight

Entertainment (Elvis Presley)
David Casalay and band, bring a chair.

(Ask for REX)
40 Kembla Street Fyshwick
Large selection of Wines, Spirits and Ice Cold Beer
Suppliers of Port to the 2003 CRAKK

Ph: 6280 4099
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Drawn Sunday, at Presentations
You must be pre-entered to win!

Fragram High Pressure Spray Gun
⇒ Spray nozzle 2.1mm
⇒ Roundform diameter 35mm
⇒ Sector form width 140mm
⇒ Effective spraying distance 260mm
Roval Black Jack Trolley Jack
⇒ Quick lift pedal
⇒ Capacity 2.25 tonne
⇒ Net weight 39.5kg
⇒ Min height 145mm
⇒ Max height 490mm
Car Stands x 2
⇒ Max load capacity 2000kg
⇒ Min height 295mm
⇒ Max height 430mm
Pilot Air Compressor Model TM10
⇒ Size (mm) L1050 x W460 x H720
⇒ Cylinders - 2
⇒ Max Pressure 145 PSI (1000 kpa)
⇒ 240V
⇒ Motor 2.0 HP (1.5 Kw)

Hot Rod Handbooks

Protool Angle Grinder
⇒ Wheel 115 mm
⇒ Weight 1.8Kg
⇒ Rated Ouput 750W
T & E Tools 295 piece Mechanics Pro
Tool Kit
⇒ SAE and Metric Sockets
⇒ Extensions
⇒ Ratchets
⇒ Universal Joints
⇒ SAE spanners
⇒ Ring spanners
⇒ Multi-grips
⇒ Vaities of pliers
⇒ Feeler gauges
⇒ Punches
⇒ Hammers
⇒ Valve Tools
⇒ Screw Drivers
⇒ 6 Drawer tool chest
...Lots more!
Proudly sponsored by Tractor
Replacements
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Day 3
Sunday 26th Jan
Time

Event

7 am – all day

Spark Plug Hunt Continues

7 am – 8.30 am

Breakfast (on us!) Pancakes, Maple Syrup, Coffee

9.30 am – 1.30 pm

Show ‘n’ Shine (Commonwealth Place)

12 noon

Lunch (on us!)

1.30 pm

Spark Plug Hunt closes

2 pm – 2.45 pm

Kidz Presentations (White Ibis Camp Kitchen)

3.15 pm – 4.15 pm

Presentations

4.15 pm – 6 .30 pm

Krooze the White Ibis or relax

7.45 pm – 10 pm

Krooze Canberra by Night
Leave smack on 7.45 from White Ibis
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4 ANELLA AVE
CASTLE HILL
(02) 9894-2111
cwsgroup@telstra.easymail.com.au
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Day 4
Monday 27th Jan
Time

Event

8 am – 9 am

Breakfast—Bacon, eggs, snags, coffee, tea ON US!

????

Farewells—Drive Safe!

Located 500 metres from
the 2002 CRAKK HQ, the
Caltex Sutton is providing
the CRAKK with the
buckets and sponges plus
prizes galore!
Our thanks to the staff
and management for their
kind support.
Open for business all
through the run get your
food, fuel, fags and a few
fine fings at the Caltex,
Federal Highway, Sutton.

Federal Highway, Sutton
Ph: (02) 6241 6596
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CRUIZE ‘N’ WEAR
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Frank Mardell
Air Conditioning
Kemps Creek NSW

Harry Fowler

⇒

Piping and structural steel fabrication.

⇒

Installation/shutdowns

⇒

Maintenance labour

⇒

Crane hire.

⇒

Project Management

PO Box 938, Tumut NSW 2720

Mobile: 0407 837 463
Phone: 02 6947 4433
Fax: 02 6947 4438
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Competition News!
All throughout the CRAKK weekend will be the colouring
competition, modeling and a kids Spark Plug Hunt.

Competition forms must be in their
boxes by 9am Sunday morning!
For more info, see a CRAKK run committee member (page 3)
Hot Rod Handbooks
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Providers of sun screen for the 2003 Canberra Rod and Kustom Krooze.
EGO products are available from all pharmacies Australia wide.
Ask for them by name.
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THE LIES OF UNLEADED PETROL
Oil companies convinced us that unleaded petrol is safer for our health and environment
than leaded petrol. By their failure to disclose all the facts, we have been seriously conned!
Compiled by Catherine Simons, B.Sc.
From articles by Peter Sawyer, Graham Allum and Simon Grose, as published in NEXUS
Magazine, Volume 2, #25 (April-May '95).
From our web page at: http://www.nexusmagazine.com/
The very terms "leaded" and "unleaded" are misleading. They give the impression that
"leaded" petrol is contaminated with something nasty, namely lead, while "unleaded" is
somehow pristine, pure. Whilst it is true that "leaded" petrol contains lead, and lead is not a
nice substance to have spewing out of the exhaust pipes of millions of cars, the truth is that
unleaded petrol has even nastier properties. Let's start at the beginning.
When internal combustion engines were first developed for the automobile, they ran on a
substance known as "motor spirit". By today's standards, motor spirit was an exceptionally
"clean" fuel; properly burnt in an efficient engine, the main exhaust products were water
vapour, carbon dioxide and some trace carbonic elements and particles. There were two main
problems with motor spirit. First and foremost, it was a highly refined product which cost
the oil companies far more to produce than what they wanted to spend, or what they
thought they could charge if the automobile was really to take off in a big way. Secondly,
the original combustion engines ran at very low compression ratios compared to today. As
the vehicle manufacturers strove to produce ever faster, more powerful engines, they
gradually raised the compression ratios, as this is one of the easiest ways of gaining more
power from any given-sized power plant.
So, for a period, these two problems developed side by side until they eventually collided
with the development of the V-8 engine. On the one hand, fuels were becoming less and less
refined, and therefore more contaminated with products that adversely affected engine

(Continued on page 18)
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(Continued from page 17)

efficiency. On the other hand, power plants were being developed which employed ever
higher compression ratios and required ever more exacting performance from the fuel used.
With the advent of the high-compression engine, a point was reached where cars would not
run satisfactorily on the product being supplied by the oil companies. An engine under load
would develop a condition known as "pinging", where the fuel mixture would explode due to
compression before the right time, causing rough running, stalling going up hills, and so on.
There was only a shortlist of answers. Vehicle manufacturers could go back to designing lowcompression engines, the oil companies could go back to producing a highly refined product,
or something would have to be found that could be added to stop the fuel pre-igniting. The
first choice was unacceptable to the manufacturers. They had long since embarked on a
marketing strategy that demanded ever bigger, ever more powerful power plants every year.
Nobody was prepared to take the risk of producing a less-efficient, less powerful engine
than the one offered the year before. The second choice was unacceptable to the oil
companies. They had perfected the technique of producing a fuel with a minimum of refining,
that could still be burned in engines, at such a low price and in such quantities that they
were well on their way to becoming the richest, most powerful companies on Earth. They had
no intention of greatly increasing the cost of their product, thereby turning many people off
the "advantages" and "economy" of owning their very own car.
The third choice was the only acceptable one. All that was needed was to find some product,
something that could be obtained cheaply, that could be added to petrol to reduce its
tendency to "ping" under compression. Common lead was found to have all the right
properties, and so "leaded" petrol was born.
By the late 'sixties, supplies of high-grade, low-sulphur, low-nitrate oil were becoming
scarce enough to command premium prices. This type of oil was favoured by the petroleum
producers, since removing these
contaminants to an acceptable level is
difficult and costly. The companies were
refining increasing amounts of the cheaper,
high-sulphur, high-nitrate oil, but using the
same old processes. This in turn led to ever
higher levels of sulphur dioxide and nitrogen
oxide in vehicle emissions, and people were
starting to complain-if not about the
environmental effect, then at least about the
smell. The smog banks over the bigger
American and Australian cities during this
period were not, as most people believe, the
result of so many more cars on the road,
although this, of course, was a contributing
factor. The main cause was the vastly
increased levels of sulphur/nitrogen oxides in
the vehicle emissions because of the higher
levels of contamination in the fuels
themselves. The oil companies were once
again faced with the dilemma of cleaning up

(Continued on page 19)
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their product or finding another solution that did not affect their profits. The chemical
theories and practices of catalytic conversion had been known for many years.
It had always been known to the oil companies that they could use these processes to
further refine their petroleum products. This, however, would have meant major upgradings
of their refineries. Far better if they could get somebody else to foot the bill. Even better
if they could get somebody to meet the cost of total responsibility for all the oxides.
In the 'fifties, a lot of work was done trying to utilise the CO2 from such fixtures as coal
and oil electric power stations to increase plant growth. These efforts failed because of the
harmful effects of the concentrations of other pollutants in the exhausts. These were
principally the same sulphur/nitrogen oxides. At the time of these experiments, it was
discovered that passing the exhaust gases through a filter of platinum caused a catalytic
conversion of the oxides to other products which could then be prevented from escaping
into the greenhouses used for food production. The problem at the time was that it was not
economically feasible to do this: platinum converters are very expensive things, and they do
eventually wear out and require replacing. There was an added problem that the eventual byproducts were in many cases even more harmful than the original oxides. This information
then remained unused for some decades.

THE BIG CON
Eventually the blankets of sulphur and nitrogen oxides, better known as smog, grew so thick
and so unbearable that "public opinion" caused America's legislators to start looking for
answers. Obviously the place to start was with the oil companies. The oil companies
announced quite loudly, and mostly erroneously, that the problem was "so many cars".
There were only two solutions, they said: either limit the number of cars, or put something
into the cars to "change" and limit the emissions. Was such a thing possible, asked the
legislators? Certainly, replied the oil companies. Let us tell you about "catalytic converters"
which can be fitted to the exhaust system of every car.
The legislators, although they toyed with the concept, were not about to try and seriously
interfere with people's rights to drive motor cars. Such action was perceived as electoral
suicide, especially when there was the alternative "magic bullet" solution of converters
available. Neither were they about to listen to all the "extremists" who were trying to tell
them that the problem was in the type of oil being refined in the first place, and the only
long-term solution was to get the oil companies to clean up their act. Such people contribute
very little to election campaigns; the petrol chemical giants contribute millions. There was
only one problem left for the oil companies. Unfortunately, while platinum doesn't react to
any great degree with the products of burnt petrol, it reacts very readily with lead-so
readily, in fact, that burning a single tankful of "leaded" petrol in a car with a catalytic
converter will render the converter useless. (This is the reason it is illegal to put "leaded"
petrol in the fuel tank of a car designed to run on the "unleaded" variety.)
Trouble was, the oil companies couldn't simply stop putting lead in petrol, because the
original reason for its presence-to stop "pinging"-still existed. There were available
alternative additives that could be used, but these all had the disadvantage that, untreated,
they produced emissions far more deadly than even the lead. On the plus side, however,

(Continued on page 20)
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these emissions could be filtered out by catalytic converters. What was needed, then, was a
campaign to convince people that "leaded" petrol was a grave danger to the environment, and
that the only solution was to cease using it, replace it with the "unleaded" variety, and then
run the emissions through a catalytic converter. Such a campaign would ensure that
legislation was passed forcing the fitting of catalytic converters, which would overcome the
original problem for the oil companies-the increased levels of sulphur and nitrates in their
fuel. You see, the campaign never had anything to do with lead: it was simply a matter of
convincing people to use a fuel that wouldn't wreck the converters, so that the petroleum
companies didn't have to spend any more money refining the oil and could get away with
selling a dirtier product, forcing the motorist to bear both the responsibility and the cost
of trying to clean up the air.
Anybody who doubts it was the quality of the petrol rather than the number of cars which
caused the massive increase in smog in the period in question, need only look to actual
figures. While it is true that the number of cars in use was increasing, the rate of increase
was fairly steady. At the height of the "smog wars", however, the levels of emissions were
increasing at nearly four times the rate of growth of car ownership. On top of that, this was
the period where petrol was starting to get more expensive, and "economical" engines were
becoming the order of the day. That is, although both car ownership and petrol consumption
were on the increase, rate of ownership far outstripped rate of increase of consumption.
(Source: Peter Sawyer, Green Hoax Effect, Groupacumen Publishing, Wodonga, Victoria,
Australia, 1990)
- HEALTH RISKS FROM ULP! As you are aware, we have been told that our old cars must go because of their 'dirty'
exhausts, in particular the lead issuing forth and causing great public health problems.
Dr David Warren was the guest speaker at the quarterly meeting of the AOMC (Vic) on 28
February 1994. Dr Warren is a retired Research Scientist for the Department of Defence

(Continued on page 21)

Shannons was the brainchild of the late
Robert Shannon who created an insurance
business in the early seventies run by enthusiasts, for enthusiasts. Its insurance
product is specially tailored to individual
needs and relies on direct contact with
clients rather than through other agents or brokers.

For a free quote on your special vehicle or any information on
Shannons services including auctions, events and valuations call:
1300 139 006

for the cost of a local call from anywhere in Australia.
Hot Rod Handbooks
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and was the Energy Resources adviser to the Victorian Government back in the early/mid'80s when the ULP debate was gathering momentum. Here is a condensed summary of Dr
Warren's address.
ENTER LEAD
"In the early 1920s, a fellow called Thomas Midgie was looking for something to combine
with the free radicals to stop 'knocking'. He found that things like platinum, silver and lead
were able to hold these free radicals. Midgie figured that if he could get lead oxide spread
through the mixture, sooner or later the free radicals would bump into a bit of lead oxide,
which forms lead dioxide, as lead has four bonds, but that breaks down to lead, Pb2, and
oxygen, O2, but slowed down the reaction.
"In searching for a way to get the lead spread through the mixture, Midgie found a
compound called lead tetraethyl which is similar to the combinations in the groups making up
petrol. The first good thing about it is because it is like petrol, it is soluble in petrol. The
second is that it vaporises like petrol, which means that the lead tetraethyl is dotted around
in the mixture. The third thing: it breaks down to lead at upper cylinder temperatures, lead
atoms spread around and the ethyls are let go. Then the lead does its job, combining with
the free radicals and slowing down the reaction.
"Midgie's research took the octane number from 50 to 65; then research at the refinery
introduced crackling reforming and improved the octane number past 89; then, with further
developments and money, they got the octane number up to 110 for aviation fuel.
ENTER THE GREENIES
"'Clean up car exhausts' was the cry. By 1975, lead was being reduced in petrol because lead
is a poison-that is a general statement; however, to get the fact exact you should say lead is
a poison when it is absorbed into the body.
"Now, the fact that lead is a poison if absorbed, does it follow that the lead in our bodies is
from the lead in petrol? That was the debate in the early '80s. There were a large number
of contradictory reports in the papers, and the National Energy Advisory Committee
reported 'no single case of clinical lead poisoning has ever been demonstrated to be due to
automotive emissions of airborne lead'.
"There were tests and arguments all over the world. In Frankfurt, the government decided
they would cut the lead in petrol from 0.4 to 0.15 grams per litre, about two thirds. Now if
the lead was a problem, it should have an effect on the community. If petrol is causing part
of the lead in the community and you cut it by two thirds, any scientist knows it must have
an effect, otherwise it had nothing to do with it.
"The nett result: 'Since the changes observed are only of the order of statistical scatter
(that is, you would never measure anything and get the same thing twice), this indicates that
lead from petrol did not contribute to uptake by ingestion through significant deposition on
food and utensils as has been suggested. If it had done, greater and continuing decrease in
blood levels in the community should have been observed.'
"In other words, they measured nearly a thousand people over a five-year period and there
was no change at all despite cutting the lead content in petrol.

(Continued on page 22)
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"In London we had Professor Lowthur of the University of London pointing out that the lead
that comes out of the exhaust has been baked at 2,000-3,000 degrees Centigrade, like a
house brick, but so small that you need a microscope to see it. It doesn't get absorbed
through the lungs and doesn't even dissolve in the diluted hydrochloric acid of the stomach.
"It appears that the lead in the air is not the source of the lead that is observed in the
community.
"Besides, you can measure the lead coming out of the cars and it settles. You measure it as
grams per cubic metre at the edge of the road, but if you go back ten feet it is less because
it's very heavy dust. Even though it's very small particles it is very heavy."
ENTER THE POLITICIANS
(In 1983 Dr Warren was the scientific adviser to the committee for Energy Resources.)
"The question came up: 'Will we ban lead in petrol?' The real question was will we have ULP?'
The real reason for ULP was that people wanted to fit catalytic converters on their cars to
get rid of the nitric oxides, carbon monoxide and unburnt petrol that came out, but the lead
spoilt the catalytic converters. That was the reason that the rest of the world gave up lead
in petrol. The other countries banned it to bring in converters; we banned it because we
think it's dangerous.
"So I (Dr Warren) prepared a speech and convinced the Committee-about a dozen people
from both parties-that lead didn't need to be banned and that we didn't need lead-free
petrol because the evidence wasn't there.
"I prepared a subsequent speech presented to Parliament by the then-State Member for
Ballarat. At the same time there was a paper from Dr Bell, the Director of Health of the
New South Wales Government.
"Dr Bell asked what was going to be added to the petrol to raise the octane number if the
lead was removed: 'If the lead is taken out, you have to add other things to run them in our
cars; we put in benzene, toluene, xylene, dimethylbenzene or mesitylene. They're all ring
compounds and the dangers are that some of them are declared carcinogens and the others
are suspected carcinogens. We're going to cut lead even though there is no proof that it
does anything wrong, and we're introducing substances which will ultimately be affecting the
cancer rates in our country.'
"The answer was: 'We have converters and they will destroy them', but we all know that
converters don't work until they are hot-about the first three miles or so-and every time
you fill up, the vapours are coming off.
"Now when the speech was delivered to Parliament, there were only two people listening:
myself (Dr Warren), to see that he got it right, and the Member giving the speech. It seems
that the prevailing attitude was: 'Don't confuse us with the facts; our mind is made up, the
people want it and that is where the votes are.'
"Nobody listened to that speech because it was party policy: both parties said, 'No, we've
decided-it doesn't matter what the man says; go and have a drink at the bar and when the
bell rings we'll come in and vote'-and that's how it was decided!"

(Continued on page 23)
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ULP HEALTH RISK
Even at that stage, Dr Warren had found that the lead problem was highly overstated and
that the potential hazards from the aromatic octane enhancers-like benzene-were greater
than the perceived lead problem.
"In fact, this stuff appears to be so dangerous, potentially lethal, that I urge you not to use
it in any car not fitted with a catalytic converter. Don't use it in your mower, chainsaw,
whipper-snipper or outboard motor, and don't wash parts in it. If any gets on your skin, wash
it off immediately. Avoid the fumes when refuelling and don't allow anyone near the exhaust,
particularly when the exhaust system is cold. Remember that catalytic converters don't
work until they reach some 400 degrees C."
In Britain, this risk is so clear that the National Society for Clean Air has removed their
support for ULP!
Dr Warren's research showed that the lead in blood comes not from breathing airborne lead
but from eating and drinking it-that is, principally from soldered food containers, lead-based
paints and lead pipes.
In fact research showed that the blood lead levels were higher in country people drinking
bore water, such as the New Guinea highlanders and peoples on remote islands, without
motor vehicles than in blood samples taken from those living in the heart of Melbourne.

ALTERNATIVE
You will recall in the past I have referred to a device invented by Mr A. Bodycomb. This
device would do essentially the same job as a catalytic converter, that is, remove carbon
dioxide and unburnt fuel from car exhausts, but it would also remove lead-so there would be
no need for ULP!
This device was tested in the early '70s, but those testing it seemed conveniently to forget
the test results later, favouring instead the dry converter that we now have.
Mr Bodycomb lives in Melbourne and even now cannot get anyone interested enough to have a
look at it.
(Source: Extracted from an article by Graham Allum, published in Restored Cars Magazine
#104)
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Deep Thoughts….
If you're in a war, instead of throwing a hand grenade at the enemy, throw one of
those small pumpkins. Maybe it'll make everyone think how stupid war is, and while
they are thinking, you can throw a real grenade at them.
The next time I have meat and mashed potatoes, I think I'll put a very large blob of
potatoes on my plate with just a little piece of meat. And if someone asks me why I
didn't get more meat, I'll just say, "Oh, you mean this?" and pull out a big piece of
meat from inside the blob of potatoes, where I've hidden it. Good magic trick, huh?
Life, to me, is like a quiet forest pool, one that needs a direct hit from a big rock
half-buried in the ground. You pull and you pull, but you can't get the rock out of
the ground. So you give it a good kick, but you lose your balance and go skidding
down the hill toward the pool. Then out comes a big Hawaiian man who was screwing
his wife beside the pool because they thought it was real pretty. He tells you to get
out of there, but you start faking it, like you're talking Hawaiian, and then he gets
mad and chases you...
Sometimes, when I drive across the desert in the middle of the night, with no other
cars around, I start imagining: What if there were no civilization out there? No cities, no factories, no people? And then I think: No people or factories? Then who
made this car? And this highway? And I get so confused I have to stick my head out
the window into the driving rain---unless there's lightning, because I could get
struck on the head by a bolt.
(Continued on page 25)
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(Continued from page 24)
The whole town laughed at my great-grandfather, just because he worked hard and
saved his money. True, working at the hardware store didn't pay much, but he felt
it was better than what everybody else did, which was go up to the volcano and collect the gold nuggets it shot out every day. It turned out he was right. After forty
years, the volcano petered out. Everybody left town, and the hardware store went
broke. Finally he decided to collect gold nuggets too, but there weren't many left
by then. Plus, he broke his leg and the doctor's bills were real high.

Too bad when I was a kid there wasn't a guy in our class that everybody called the
"Cricket Boy", because I would have liked to stand up in class and tell everybody,
"You can make fun of the Cricket Boy if you want to, but to me he's just like everybody else." Then everybody would leave the Cricket Boy alone, and I'd invite him
over to spend the night at my house, but after about five minutes of that loud
chirping I'd have to kick him out. Maybe later we could get up a petition to get the
Cricket Family run out of town. Bye, Cricket Boy.
I think a good product would be "Baby Duck Hat". It's a fake baby duck, which you
strap on top of your head. Then you go swimming underwater until you find a mommy
duck and her babies, and you join them. Then, all of a sudden, you stand up out of
the water and roar like Godzilla. Man, those ducks really take off! Also, Baby Duck
Hat is good for parties.
I wish I lived back in the old west days, because I'd save up my money for about
twenty years so I could buy a solid-gold pick. Then I'd go out West and start digging for gold. When someone came up and asked what I was doing, I'd say, "Looking
for gold, ya durn fool." He'd say, "Your pick is gold," and I'd say, "Well, that was
easy." Good joke, huh.
(Continued on page 26)
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(Continued from page 25)
A funny thing to do is, if you're out hiking and
your friend gets bitten by a poisonous snake,
tell him you're going to go for help, then go
about ten feet and pretend that *you* got bit
by a snake. Then start an argument with him
about who's going to go get help. A lot of
guys will start crying. That's why it makes
you feel good when you tell them it was just a
joke.

I guess I kinda lost control, because in the
middle of the play I ran up and lit the evil
puppet villain on fire. No, I didn't. Just kidding. I just said that to help illustrate one of
the human emotions, which is freaking out.
Another emotion is greed, as when you kill
someone for money, or something like that.
Another emotion is generosity, as when you
pay someone double what he paid for his stupid puppet.
Many people think that history is a dull subject. Dull? Is it "dull" that Jesse James
once got bitten on the forehead by an ant, and at first it didn't seem like anything,
but then the bite got worse and worse, so he went to a doctor in town, and the secretary told him to wait, so he sat down and waited, and waited, and waited, and
waited, and then finally he got to see the doctor, and the doctor put some salve on
it? You call that dull?
(Continued on page 27)
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Our thanks to Cadbury Schweppes
Cottees, supplying Pepsi, Gatorade,
Spring Valley and Wave milk. Distributors:
10 McEacharn Place, Mitchell ACT 2911
6241 5188 Phone
6241 5099 Fax
(Continued from page 26)
I scrambled to the top of the precipice where Nick was waiting. "That was fun," I
said. "You bet it was," said Nick. "Let's climb higher." "No," I said. "I think we
should be heading back now." "We have time," Nick insisted. I said we didn't, and
Nick said we did. We argued back and forth like that for about 20 minutes, then finally decided to head back. I didn't say it was an interesting story.

I remember that one fateful day when Coach took me aside. I knew what was coming. "You don't have to tell me," I said. "I'm off the team, aren't I?" "Well," said
Coach, "you never were really ON the team. You made that uniform you're wearing
out of rags and towels, and your helmet is a toy space helmet. You show up at practice and then either steal the ball and make us chase you to get it back, or you try
to tackle people at inappropriate times." It was all true what he was saying. And yet,
I thought something is brewing inside the head of this Coach. He sees something in
me, some kind of raw talent that he can mould. But that's when I felt the handcuffs
go on.
(Continued on page 30)
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110 Gladstone St Fyshwick ACT
Web: http://www.tr1.biz

Our thanks to Tractor Replacements and all
their suppliers for their generous support.
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Air brake valves
Air compressors
Air controls &
Cylinders
Air filter assemblies
Air filter elements
Air hose &
fittings.
Air induction hose
Air pressure
gauges
Air pressure
regulators
Air rams
Air tools
Anti-freeze Antiboil
Ball valves
BallraceBatteries
Battery charger
Battery leads
Bearings - seals uni Joints
Bolts & nuts
Brake boosters
Brake drums
Brake linings
Brass fittings
Bucket teeth
Cargo-straps
Castors
Caterpillarspares (new &
used)
Chain
Chain Circlips
Claw couplings
Cables
Cut .off disc
Cutting edges
Cylinder hones
D shackle
Degreaser
Dial indicators
Drill bits
Drum pumps
Electric cable
End bits
Engine 0il
Engine.rebuild .
kits .
Exhaust raincap
Exhaust stack
Exhaust system
accessories
Exhaust tube
Farm tractor-'.
Filters
Final drive
Fire fighting pump
Flap discs
Flexible exhaust

tube
Fuel transfer
pumps
Gas heaters
Gasket paper
Gauges
Generator set
Grab kits
Grader blades
Grease guns
Grease nipples
Grease-Pumps
Grinding discs
Ground engaging
tools
Grouser bar
Grouser shioes
Hand cleaner
Hand tools
Heater hose
High tensile bolt –
unc, unf: metric.'
Honda engine
Hooks
Hose Clamps
Hydraulic
breather cap.
Hydraulic filters
Hydraulic hose &
fittings
Hydraulic Jacks
Hydraulic power
packs
Hydraulic pumps
Hydraulic rams
Impact sockets
Impact wrench
Implement pins
Inhibitor
Jack hammers &
accessories
Jumper leads
Key steel
Komatsu spare
parts
Landing legs
Lifting hooks .
Lights
Loadbinder
Loctite
Lynch pins
Maxflo hose
Mirrors
Mudflaps
Mudguards
Mufflers
Nylon tube
Oil transfer
pumps
Paint, thinner,
primer
Parts washer
Paving breaker
Petrol & oil hose
Plow bolts

Porta power
Power tools
Precleaners
Pressure cleaners
PTO shaft
Pulleys
Radiator hose
Radiator inhibitor
Rag
Revolving beacons
Ripper attachments
Ripper boots
Ripper shank
Robin engine
Rod ends
S cams
Seats
Shackle bushes &
pins
Signs
Slack adjusters
Slasher
Sling - flat web/
wire rope
Socket sets
Spanner sets
Speedi sleeves
Spring pack
Sprocket &
segment
Sprockets
Stands
Tap and die
Taper locks
Tension wrench
Thread inserts
Three point
linkage & accessories
Tipper body locks
Tool box
Tow-coupling
Track bolts & nuts
Track Chain
Track rollers
Track shoes
Truck &traiier
brake- suspension
Truck Wash
Turbo charger
hose
Turntables
Tyre gauges
Undercarriage
V belt
Vernier Calipers
Vices
WD-40
Wear plate
Wheels
Winches
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(Continued from page 27)
I can still recall old Mister Barnslow getting out every morning and nailing a fresh
load of tadpoles to the old board of his. Then he'd spin it round and round, like a
wheel of fortune, and no matter where it stopped he'd yell out, "Tadpoles! Tadpoles
is a winner!" We all thought he was crazy. But then we had some growing up to do.

Once when I was in Hawaii, on the island of Kauai, I met a mysterious old stranger.
He said he was about to die and wanted to tell someone about the treasure. I said,
"Okay, as long as it's not a long story. Some of us have a plane to catch, you know."
He stared telling his story, about the treasure and his life and all, and I thought:
"This story isn't too long." But then, he kept going, and I started thinking, "Uh-oh,
this story is getting long." But then the story was over, and I said to myself: "You
know, that story wasn't too long after all." I forget what the story was about, but
there was a good movie on the plane. It was a little long, though.
I bet a fun thing would be to go way back in time to where there was going to be an
eclipse and tell the cave men, "If I have come to destroy you, may the sun be blotted out from the sky." Just then the eclipse would start, and they'd probably try to
kill you or something, but then you could explain about the rotation of the moon and
all, and everyone would get a good laugh.
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Trophy

Sponsor

Top 6

Tractor Replacements

Top 6

BDL Car Stereo—Fyshwick

Top 6

White Ibis

Top 6

Coates Hire

Top 6

CWS Smash Repairs

Top 6

Caltex Sutton

Dare to be Different

Road Runner Models

Entrants Choice

H&S Engineering Construction

Top Ratster

KRAKK

Top Custom

KRAKK

Top Cruizer

Tuggeranong Tyrepower

Trevor Abernathy Memorial Mystery Cruizer
Award
Ross Eldridge Memorial Kool Kruzin Award

Baker’s Delight

Longest Distance

Poor Boyz

Spark Plug Hunt

CHRA

Colouring Comp under 5

Road Runner Models

Colouring Comp 6-9

Road Runner Models

Colouring Comp 10-14

Road Runner Models

Colouring Comp over 15

Road Runner Models

Model Comp Junior

Road Runner Models

Model Comp Senior

Road Runner Models
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Gold Sponsors

Cruzin Magazine—Page 29

Tractor Replacements—Page 28

Skidmarkz—Page 12

White Ibis—Page 14

Mayfair P/L—Page 16

Coates Hire—Page 2

Green Light Mortgage—Page 15

BDL—Page 5

Road Runner Models—Page 24

Silver Sponsors
Caltex Sutton—Page 11

Cadbury Schweppes—Page 27
Advertisers

H & S Engineering Construction P/L— Meguiar’s Products—Page 25
Page 13
Shannon’s Insurance—Page 20
F & D Airconditioning—Page 13

Castrol—Page 26

Tuggeranong Tyrepower—Page 6

Jiparu Cellars—Page 7

CWS Smash Repairs—Page 10

Alan Smiff—Page 9

Bronze Sponsors

EGO—Page 16

WebOne Internet—Page 15

Nick Rees—Page 14
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